IP FLASH CASTER
Transports 4K Uncompressed 4K AV Signals
over 10GbE Networks
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Arista's IP FLASH CASTER
The future of Pro-AV

Uncompressed 4K streaming, zero latency, AV over IP is the future of AV signal distribution.

Arista’s IP Flash Caster has forever changed the dynamics of the pro-AV industry by letting installers and System Integrators
replace proprietary AV matrix switches with off-the-shelf Ethernet switches that deliver higher performance, flexibility and scalability.
Arista’s IP Flash Caster aims to redefine the AV signal processing & distribution system architecture by delivering a single, costeffective & scalable AV signal processing & distribution unit that integrates the functionality of several costly, discreet, single-function
components. Arista’s IP Flash Caster is an end-to-end system for AV and KVM signal extension, IP-based switching, video wall and
multi-view. The product provides unique support for HDMI 2.0a, HDR, high-fidelity video scaling, windowing and audio down-mixing,
broadcast quality scaling, visually indistinguishable light-compression, multi-source video compositing, video splitting, color space
conversion, frame rate conversion, audio embedding/de-embedding, audio down-mixing and audio re-sampling.
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Features

• Distribute 4K UHD AV signals via 10GbE network switches
• Broadcast Quality Scaling
• Display adaptive scaling in 1×n signal distribution
• True seamless switching in n×m signal switching
• Adaptive Clock Re-synchronization (ACR)
• Colorspace Conversion
• Frame-rate Conversion
• Highly flexible audio capabilities
• Multi-view, PIP, and PAP
• Video wall processing
• USB, RS-232, IR Extension and Switching
• Provides 1GbE Ethernet over 10GbE Network Switch

KVM Swithes

Broadcast Quality Scaling

Arista’s IP Flash Caster supports both up-scaling and downscaling for resolutions up to true
4K/60/4:4:4. This broadcast quality scaling engine is architected with fully programmable
horizontal and vertical taps and includes pre and post processing algorithms to reduce ringing
and aliasing artifacts while preserving the sharpness of edges. Optimized for video, graphics and
text quality, The scaling engine operates in-line with the other functional blocks of the chipset
such as HDMI encoding/decoding, AES 128-bit encryption, extension (10G streaming), light
compression (if and when needed) and only adds 16-lines of latency to the video transmission (or
just ~30us of latency at 4K/60Hz). A wide variety of formats including RGB and YUV (444/422/420)
are supported along with 8, 10 and 12 bit color depths.

Display adaptive scaling in 1×n signal distribution
IP NETWORK

When a source is being transmitted to multiple displays of varying resolutions, the scaling engine
in each receiver can automatically upscale or downscale the source to the native resolution of
the attached display if and when needed, ensuring that each display receives the source in its
optimal image quality. Without this capability, the source would have to be set to the resolution of
the lowest resolution display forcing all higher resolutions display to always show a lower quality
up-scaled image.
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True seamless switching in n×m signal distribution: In a Matrix switching environment, switching a display from one source to
another typically results in a black screen, frozen frames or other artifacts. Arista’s IP Flash Caster truly seamless switching can be
achieved where the switching delay is only 1-2 frames and without any artifacts, irrespective of the resolution of the switched source.

Multi-view, PIP, and PAP: Arista’s IP Flash Caster provides multi-source video compositing capabilities to deliver multi-view,

picture-in-picture (PIP) and picture and picture capabilities (PAP) within the AV signal distribution system and without the need for
any additional equipment. Arista’s IP Flash Caster’s multi-source video compositing capability allows each receiver to combine
multiple video sources onto a single display enabling a variety of applications such as multi-viewer, picture-in-picture and pictureand-picture. This multi-source video compositing capability is tightly coupled with the scaling engine that is used to scale the
resolution of each source to the target window on the display canvas. This 4K/60 capable compositing capability can tolerate a large
number of asynchronous inputs and can render without tearing or other visual artifacts. Multiple presets are available and layouts
can be updated in real-time.
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Picture in Picture

Video wall processing: Arista’s IP Flash Caster provides video-splitting and bezel correction capabilities to enable full video-wall

of any size capabilities without the need for additional equipment. Arista’s IP Flash Caster’s multi-source video compositing capability
also allows each receiver to automatically split an incoming video and render only a portion of the image as part of a video wall.
Configurable bezel correction support compensates for the thickness of the bezel to virtually hide the pixels needing to be obscured
by the display bezel.

Pixel Perfect Light Compression

Arista’s IP Flash Caster transmits uncompressed, pixel for pixel video signals extended over long
distances and switched through IP switches with zero-frame latency. In very few cases, it may
be desirable to apply light compression to enable a video resolution to be transmitted across a
limited bandwidth network or to enable longer distance transmission for the same resolution. For
such cases, when it is required, Arista’s IP Flash Caster compresses video source a compression
ratio of just 1.4:1, this ultra-low compression ratio results in mathematically lossless compression
for most content and visually indistinguishable image quality for the remaining cases.

Colorspace Conversion

Pro-AV applications often require the flexibility of supporting many types of input formats e.g.
RGB, YUV 4:2:0, YUV 4:2:2. Mismatches between the format being output by the source and
the formats supported by the display are common, resulting in interoperability issues. Arista’s
IP Flash Caster integrates an in line colorspace converter that automatically converts between
mismatching colorspaces between the source and the display. For example content sourced
as YUV can be converted to RGB for easy compatibility with DVI displays. Perhaps more
importantly, in our 4K world, it means full capabilities for chroma subsampling conversion. For
example, content at 4K60 4:4:4 can be downsampled to 4K60 4:2:0 for supporting first-generation
4K60 displays.
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Frame-rate Conversion

Interoperability of resolutions and colorspaces is incomplete without the ability to convert framerates, as mismatches in resolutions and colorspaces are also often accompanied by a mismatch
in frame-rates. The Plethora engine includes full arbitrary frame rate conversion, enabling true
cross-conversion from any resolution and frame-rate to another. For example, 4K30 can be
scaled down to 1080p60. 1080p24 can be scaled up to 4K60. Content sourced at 59.97 Hz
can be used along with 60 Hz content without any special considerations. Other AV processing
capabilities of Plethora, such as scaling and true seamless switching also benefit from framerate conversion – a monitor will never have to re-sync during an input switch, regardless of the
associated resolution or refresh rate.

Highly flexible audio capabilities

Professional AV applications often have audio requirements as complex as their video
requirements, and Arista’s IP Flash Caster delivers on all of them.
• Sample rate conversion: To support seamless switching, or simply to match the capabilities of a
low-cost audio system, Arista’s IP Flash Caster can convert the sample rate of any PCM stream
(stereo or multichannel) to any other.
• Stereo down-mixing: A large matrix video system may include destinations with varying audio
capabilities. A home theater is built for high resolution multi-channel audio, but the small
television in the kitchen may only accept stereo audio. By enabling each IP Flash Caster to
down-mix multi-channel PCM to stereo PCM (and in combination with sample rate conversion),
compatibility with any audio destination can be guaranteed.
• Audio embedding and de-embedding: When the AV switching system needs to be integrated
with a full blown audio DSP for mixing program audio and sound reinforcement. Arista’s IP
Flash Caster allows audio to be extracted from an HDMI feed and output via audio jack. After
processing, this audio can be re-embedded with video, and sent via HDMI stream. Analog audio
may also be embedded.

Adaptive Clock Re-synchronization (ACR)

The use of off-the-shelf networking “centric” components for high quality AV signal distribution
presents an inherent challenge. “Synchronous” & artifact-free transmission of video is a
requirement for most Pro-AV applications. Genlocking is also increasingly becoming a
requirement for video-wall and tile applications. Such components, designed primarily for
networking requirements (which are “asynchronous”) cannot transmit video without requiring a
frame-buffer and re-clocking at the receiving end. The use of frame buffers and re-clocking results
in a 1-2 frame latency, frame drops, frame repeats, and lack of genlocking, making such systems
unsuitable for many Pro-AV and broadcast applications.
Arista’s IP Flash Caster uniquely overcomes this limitation and converts such networking
components into “synchronous” AV transmission devices through a unique clock reconstruction
mechanism that ensures clock coherency across the entire system. The resulting benefit is
zero frame latency, no frame artifacts and built-in genlocking capability, all on off-the-shelf, costeffective networking components.

SPECIFICATION
Video Interfaces

• HDMI 2.0 / HDMI 1.4 / DVI 2.0
• Pixel clock up to 594 MHz

Video Resolutions

All SD, HD, and other resolutions up to
• 4K / 60 Hz / RGB and 4:4:4 8 bit
• 4K / 60 Hz / 4:2:2 10 bit (HDR)
• 4K / 60 Hz / 4:2:0 10 bit (HDR)

Audio Interfaces

All audio formats supported by HDMI 1.4 and HDMI 2.0,
including: LPCM, Dolby Digital/Plus/EX, Dolby True HD, DTS, DTS-EX, DTS-96/24,
DTS High Res, DTS-HD Master Audio, DSD
I2S stereo input and output up to 48 kHz 24-bit

Control Interfaces

• RS-232 (up to 115.2 kbaud)
• nfrared
• USB 2.0 (full device support, up to 480 Mbps) with 3rd party chipset
• Gigabit Ethernet

Transmission Interface

10 Gigabit XFI, IEEE 802.3 (RJ45 and SFP+)

Transmission Distance (Category cable)

• Up to 100 meters on CAT6A or better for 4K / 60 Hz / 4:4:4 video
• Up to 55 meters on CAT6 or better for 4K / 30 Hz / 4:4:4 video
• Cat-X support requires a 3rd party 10GBaseT PHY

Transmission Distance (fiber)

Interchangeable, field replaceable SFP+ modules
• Up to 300/550 meters with multi-mode OM3/OM4 fiber
• Up to 30 km with single-mode fiber

Digital Content Protection

HDCP 1.2 / HDCP 2.2 Compatible

AV Processing Technology

• Broadcast quality up-scaling and downscaling
• Colorspace and frame-rate conversion
• Multi-source video compositing
• Ultra-light compression, lossless for most content

Synchronization Technology

ACR (Automatic Clock Recovery)
• Multiple displays genlocked to single source
• Zero-frame latency

Multi-Signal Streaming Technology

Channel Coder
• Encoding multiple native signals into IP streams
• Decoding IP streams into multiple native signals
• Bidirectional, 10Gbps

Encryption

AES-128

IP FLASH CASTER CONTROL MANAGER is a software that manages all IP
Flash Caster product. This software utility gives IT system administrators complete
centralized or distributed control of configuring transmitters and receivers, switching
and distributing AV signals, switching IR, RS-232 control signals, switching USB
devices routing, as well as configuring video wall and multi-view layouts. The
software is web-based and easy to setup and use. It's the ultimate AV management
tool for IT administrators!
Features

• Web-based control software, use any laptop, PC, or mobile device to control /
configure all IP FLASH CASTER devices.
• Access a user-friendly, web-based interface from any single point in the network.
• Easily switch any number of audio or video sources to any number of destinations
over an IP based AV network. IP FLASH CASTER was designed to scale to
hundreds of transmitters and receivers and can support UHD 4K/60 high quality
video streaming over 10GbE networks.
• Easily distribute a single video, audio source to multiple receivers by creating a
group of receivers.
• Remotely configure, update, and manage all the devices. Instant auto detect,
devices status update.

IP FLASH CASTER is a flexible and
s c a l a b l e AV d i s t r i b u t i o n p l a t f o r m
f o r c o m m a n d c e n t e r, h e a l t h c a r e ,
corporations, enterprise and campus. Its
control software, CASTER MANAGER,
provides all the tools necessary to
configure and control every device in the
network. It is easy to use, no programming
effort is required. It allows you to upscale
and downscale the video source to adapt
the resolution of the display.
It makes switching easy by drag, tapping
on your mobile device’s screen.
It easily distributes a single video, audio source to
multiple receivers by creating a group of receivers.
Users can switch from any source to any display,
create presets and combine multiple receivers into
a video wall, and control and switch video wall
remotely. Because IP FLASH CASTER is IP-based,
there are no port limitations and it can support
hundreds of individual screens. Setup is easy—the
CASTER MANAGER automatically detects any IP
FLASH CASTER units in the network and pulls them
into the Web interface for easy control.
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ARD-3001-A00-TX and ARD-3001-B00-TX
are HDMI 2.0 transmitters in the IP Flash
Caster product family. ARD-3001-A00-TX
has a Copper interface and ARD-3001B00-TX has a Fiber interface with MultiMode or Single-Mode SFP option. Both
models include analog audio input, USB,
RS-232 and IR connections to support
analog audio, USB, RS-232 and IR signals
switching over Ethernet networks. The
product has one Gigabit Ethernet port
providing an accessible connection to 10
GbE networks.

Fiber Interface

ARD-3001-B00-RX

ARD-3001-A00-RX and ARD-3001-B00RX are HDMI 2.0 receivers in the IP Flash
Caster product family. ARD-3001-A00-RX
has a Copper interface and ARD-3001B00-RX has a Fiber interface with MultiMode or Single-Mode SFP option. Both
models include analog audio output, USB,
RS-232 and IR connections to support
analog audio output, USB, RS-232 and IR
signals switching over Ethernet networks.
The product has one Gigabit Ethernet port
providing an accessible connection to 10
GbE networks.
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ARD-3002-A00-TX and ARD-3002-B00TX are HDMI 2.0 transmitters with HDMI
2.0 loopback output in the IP Flash Caster
product family. ARD-3002-A00-TX has
a Copper interface and ARD-3002-B00TX has a Fiber interface with Multi-Mode
or Single-Mode SFP options. ARD-3002A00-TX and ARD-3002-B00-TX provide
HDMI 2.0 Loopback for the applications
that require the ability to view the video
source at the transmitter. Both models
include analog audio input, USB, RS232 and IR connections to support analog
audio, USB, RS-232 and IR signals
switching over Ethernet networks. The
product has one Gigabit Ethernet port
providing an accessible connection to 10
GbE networks.

Fiber Interface
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ARD-3002-A01-TX and ARD-3002-B01TX are transmitters with an HDMI/VGA
switcher. ARD-3002-A01-TX has a Copper
interface and ARD-3002-B01-TX has a
Fiber interface with Multi-Mode or SingleMode SFP options. ARD-3002-A01-TX
and ARD-3002-B01-TX enable legacy
analog VGA signal to be transported in
the same IP Flash Caster platform. Like
other transmitter models in the product
family, both models include analog audio
input, USB, RS-232 and IR connections
to support analog audio, USB, RS-232
and IR signals switching over Ethernet
networks. The product has one Gigabit
Ethernet port providing an accessible
connection to 10 GbE networks.
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ARD-3002-A02-TX and ARD-3002-B02-TX
are transmitters with 3G-SDI video input.
ARD-3002-A02-TX has a Copper interface
and ARD-3002-B02-TX has a Fiber
interface with Multi-Mode or Single-Mode
SFP options. ARD-3002-A02-TX and ARD3002-B02-TX enriches the IP Flash Caster
product family to support broadcasting
industry transition into AV over IP without
excluding existing SD/HD/3G-SDI
equipments. Like other transmitter models
in the product family, both models include
analog audio input, USB, RS-232 and
IR connections to support analog audio,
USB, RS-232 and IR signals switching
over Ethernet networks. The product
has one Gigabit Ethernet port providing
an accessible connection to 10 GbE
networks.

Fiber Interface
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ARD-3002-A02-RX and ARD-3002-B02RX are HDMI 2.0 receivers with dual
HDMI 2.0 splitter outputs in the IP Flash
Caster product family. ARD-3002-A02-RX
has a Copper interface and ARD-3002B02-RX has a Fiber interface with MultiMode or Single-Mode SFP option. Both
models include analog audio output, USB,
RS-232 and IR connections to support
analog audio output, USB, RS-232 and IR
signals switching over Ethernet networks.
The product has one Gigabit Ethernet port
providing an accessible connection to 10
GbE networks.
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ARD-3002-A04-RX and ARD-3002-B04RX are HDMI 2.0 receivers with quad
HDMI 2.0 splitter outputs in the IP Flash
Caster product family. ARD-3002-A04-RX
has a Copper interface and ARD-3002B04-RX has a Fiber interface with MultiMode or Single-Mode SFP options. Both
models include analog audio output, USB,
RS-232 and IR connections to support
analog audio output, USB, RS-232 and IR
signals switching over Ethernet networks.
The product has one Gigabit Ethernet port
providing an accessible connection to 10
GbE networks.

Fiber Interface
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Quad SDI Splitter Output Receiver
ARD-3002-A04-RX-SDI and ARD-3002B04-RX-SDI are AV over IP receivers
with quad 3G-SDI splitter outputs in the
IP Flash Caster product family. ARD3002-A04-RX-SDI has a Copper interface
and ARD-3002-B04-RX-SDI has a Fiber
interface with Multi-Mode or SingleMode SFP options. Both models include
analog audio output, USB, RS-232 and
IR connections to support analog audio
output, USB, RS-232 and IR signals
switching over Ethernet networks. The
product has one Gigabit Ethernet port
providing an accessible connection to 10
GbE networks.

ARD-5816-31
IP Flash Caster AV over IP Cluster
Up to 16X Copper/Fiber
Transmitter and Receiver Boards
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Features

• Houses up to 16x AV over IP transmitters and receivers
• Supports 4K/60 4:4:4 no latency transmission over
10GbE networks
• Hot-swappable, modular design
• Powering all 16x transmitters and receivers via
optional redundant power supply
• Optimal cooling; designed for 24/7 operation
• Supports wide variety of video format, HDMI 2.0, SDI
• Supports RS-232, USB, IR, Audio signals transmitting
and receiving
• Supports fiber optic or twisted pair connection
for various distance requirements
Arista’s ARD-5816-31 cluster is capable of housing up to 16x IP Flash Caster AV over IP Copper/Fiber Transmitter and Receiver
Cards. The ARD-5816-31 incorporates the latest SDVoE uncompressed 4K/60 4:4:4 AV over IP core technology combined with
Arista’s video conversion technology, resulting in stunning imagery without compromise. ARD-5816-31 is compatible with all
models in Arista’s IP FLASH CASTER products family. The ARD-5816-31 addresses complex requirements in transmitting hybrid
video signal sources over long distances, thus simplifying integration for large and complex professional AV system installations by
serving as a convenient, centralized solution for controlling multiple video displays and providing expansion capability, which is not
possible for traditional AV switchers. With the ARD-5816-31’s hot-swappable, modular design, the transmitter and receiver cards
can be inserted and removed without the need to power the unit down—thus simplifying field service and expansion. ADM-581631’s thermal management design provides optimal cooling and ventilation in mission-critical environments where continuous 24/7
operation is essential—ensuring superior reliability.

Besides swappable transmitter and receiver boards, the
video input and output boards are swappable as well. The
swappable video input and output boards support a wide
range of video formats, including HDMI®, DVI-D, 3G-SDI,
and 6G/12G-SDI. With ARD-5816-31’s swappable video input
and video output boards, ARD-5816-31 addresses complex
requirements in transmitting hybrid video signal sources
over long distances, thus simplifying integration for large and
complex professional AV system installations.

The ARD-5816-31 system’s features include HDMI 2.0, HDR video, windowing and audio downmixing, audio embedding/deembedding, and more. Further, the ARD-5816-31 provides multi-source video compositing capabilities for multi-view, picture-inpicture (PIP), and picture and picture capabilities (PAP) within the AV signal distribution system. The Arista IP Flash Caster’s multisource video compositing capability enables each receiver to combine multiple video sources onto a single display to accomplish
PIP and PAP. The ARD-5816-31 provides video-splitting and bezel correction capabilities to create a full video-wall of any size—
without additional equipment. The system’s multi-source video compositing capability enables each receiver to automatically split an
incoming video and render only a portion of the image as part of a video wall. Configurable bezel correction support compensates
for the thickness of the bezel to hide the pixels needing to be obscured by the display’s bezel. The ARD-5816-31 can be controlled
via web-enabled control software that puts the system’s AV control at one’s fingertips.
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